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The AMUSING survey uses the MUSE IFU instrument mounted on the VLT at Cerro Paranal to obtain a large number of observations of SN hosting galaxies, with the overall aim of constraining The AMUSING survey uses the MUSE IFU instrument mounted on the VLT at Cerro Paranal to obtain a large number of observations of SN hosting galaxies, with the overall aim of constraining 
SN progenitors and explosions, refining the use of SNe as probes of various properties of the Universe, and use these same data for a large range of galaxy-orientated studies. MUSE is a 1'x1' SN progenitors and explosions, refining the use of SNe as probes of various properties of the Universe, and use these same data for a large range of galaxy-orientated studies. MUSE is a 1'x1' 
field of view Integral Field Spectrograph with a spatial sampling of 0.2”, mounted on the 8m UT4 telescope. We request 99hrs of observing each semester (every 6 months) of 'filler'/bad field of view Integral Field Spectrograph with a spatial sampling of 0.2”, mounted on the 8m UT4 telescope. We request 99hrs of observing each semester (every 6 months) of 'filler'/bad 
weather time (meaning we almost guarantee >70 hrs of observations...). Each semester has a different science focus. Thus far, these have been weather time (meaning we almost guarantee >70 hrs of observations...). Each semester has a different science focus. Thus far, these have been a) SNIa host galaxies for events followed by the a) SNIa host galaxies for events followed by the 
Carnegie Supernova Program, focussing on correlations between SNIa properties (photometric and spectral) and their host stellar populations (~95 galaxies);Carnegie Supernova Program, focussing on correlations between SNIa properties (photometric and spectral) and their host stellar populations (~95 galaxies);   b) host galaxies of SNe discovered b) host galaxies of SNe discovered 
by the ASAS-SN survey, with the aim of tying SN rates to properties such as stellar population age and metallicity (~70 galaxies);by the ASAS-SN survey, with the aim of tying SN rates to properties such as stellar population age and metallicity (~70 galaxies);   c) host galaxy observations of SNe where higher-resolution c) host galaxy observations of SNe where higher-resolution 
transient spectroscopy has been obtained, to correlate narrow-line properties observed in SN spectra with SN host environments (~60 galaxies);transient spectroscopy has been obtained, to correlate narrow-line properties observed in SN spectra with SN host environments (~60 galaxies);  and d) SNIa host galaxies for events followed and d) SNIa host galaxies for events followed 
by the SweetSpot survey, to enable a study of host galaxy properties with SN near-IR light-curves (~40 galaxies).by the SweetSpot survey, to enable a study of host galaxy properties with SN near-IR light-curves (~40 galaxies).
Thus far, we have observed >200 galaxies, meaning this is already one of the largest samples of IFU galaxy observations in the literature. This survey will continue for years to come: please Thus far, we have observed >200 galaxies, meaning this is already one of the largest samples of IFU galaxy observations in the literature. This survey will continue for years to come: please 
discuss with myself, Lluis Galbany, Thomas Kruehler or any other AMUSING collaborators if you would be interested in working with such data!discuss with myself, Lluis Galbany, Thomas Kruehler or any other AMUSING collaborators if you would be interested in working with such data!
Below I show a couple of examples of how we can/are using these data for exciting science projects.Below I show a couple of examples of how we can/are using these data for exciting science projects.
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Left: Cumulative oxygen 
abundance plot of the host 
galaxies (6) of 10 
SNe/transients. This plot 
shows how IFU data can be 
used to study SN hosts in 
unprecedented resolution. 
With previous datasets we 
could simply ask if one SN 
type distribution has a 
higher metallicity than 
another. Now we can also 
ask if a SN type distribution 
has a higher/lower 
metallicity than the average 
within their host galaxies. 
Many similar plots and 
analysis can be made, e.g. 
environment age, extinction, 
star-formation rate, etc.
See Galbany et al. (2016) for 
more details of this 
exploratory work. 
Soon such plots will be filled 
with 10s/100s of SNe...

Right: MUSE observations of 
the host galaxy of the Tidal 

Disruption Event (TDE) ASAS-
SN14li. We observe 

extended asymmetric and 
filamentary structures out to 

>10kpc from the galaxy 
centre. These structures are 

traced by highly-ionised 
material, with the ionising 

source being related to 
either shocks or a fading 

AGN. These observations 
suggest that this host galaxy 
is a recent merger, which is 

interesting given recent 
evidence of a preference of 

TDEs for such galaxies 
(Arcavi et al. 2014). The 

discovery of these structures 
is much more accessible with 
an instrument such as MUSE. 

These results are to be 
published in Prieto et al. (in 

preparation)  

Right: The nebular spectrum 
of an interacting ASAS-SN 

event, ~400 days post 
explosion. Obtaining these 

observations, we did not 
expect this SN to still be visible 

at these epochs. With MUSE 
we can obtain both 

information on the SN and 
host galaxy constraints 

simultaneously. This event 
showed signs of interaction at 

early times, and displays a 
strange double-peaked 

emission at late times, with no 
evidence for the [OI] nor [CaII] 
lines usually observed at such 
epochs for SNeII. We suspect 

that there is interaction of the 
SN ejecta with (asymmetric?)  

CSM material at late times. 
Analysis is on-going...

Above: oxygen abundance measurements of several thousand HII regions within ~80 
galaxies observed with AMUSING. On the left we show oxygen abundances as a 
function of galaxy effective radius. On the right these values are normalised to galaxy 
mass, and a standard galaxy metallicity gradient is observed, consistent with previous 
work. One also observe possible evidence for a flattening of these metallicity 
gradients out at larger effective radii. (Sanchez-Menguiano+ in preparation.)

Right: searching for azimuthal 
differences in the chemical 

composition of a galaxy over a 
wide range of radii. The top 

left panel shows the gas-phase 
oxygen abundances of all 

spaxles, top right shows the 
residual gas abundances. 

Bottom left shows the velocity 
distribution of the gas, while 

bottom right displays the 
residuals of these velocities. 

We believe that this is the first 
time that direct evidence for 

radial migration has been 
observed. This pilot study 
(Sanchez-Menguiano+ in 

preparation), will be followed 
by a statistical analysis using 

the full AMUSING sample. 
Such an analysis can constrain 

the frequency and degree of 
radial migration.

Above: emission line maps of a galaxy displaying clear signs of a jet from the central 
regions, as show by the [OIII] emission (top right). Again, this shows the detail with 
which we are able to analyse galaxies using high-spatial resolution IFU observations.  
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